encourage them to tell their own story, listen to that of their adversary on the opposite side, and then to come together and construct a third story.
[Photo credit : Anne Bernard Kearney] This is usually done audio-visually and is recorded on video -very often now on iPhone -and submitted to our website, which is a kind of classroom without walls for hospitality and peace. Then we select and post these submissions under three categories: Documentary, which can involve a group of young people from different sides; a section called Exchanging Stories -Changing History, which is a one-to-one from the two different sides. We've had Palestinian and Israeli, we've had Croat and Serb, we've had Catholic and Protestant from Derry, we've had Black and White from South Africa, and so on. Then the third is Storybites, where an individual simply talks into an iPhone for one to two minutes, recording a story of transformation when they encountered a stranger. Sometimes that stranger is included in camera, but not necessarily.
That actually has proved to be the most accessible and probably most democratic of all the approaches in that it doesn't involve setting up cameras, it doesn't involve lighting problems or sound problems. We do a little bit of editing sometimes when the videos are submitted.
And then, once a year our aim is to host an international festival. We're doing Zagreb this summer, then Boston, and then hopefully Cape Town where we have a partnership with the Institute for Justice and Reconciliation, which is the offshoot of the Truth and Reconciliation
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Tribunal in South Africa; we're working quite closely with them and with other partnerships throughout the world. We run Guestbook on a very small budget; it's mainly voluntary, and it's non-profit.
BOR How do you reach the people who contribute their stories and their videos?
RK
It's mainly been by contagion: the website's up there, it's on YouTube, and word carries, image carries; and then through the partnerships, especially the Center for Digital Storytelling [now called StoryCenter], Global Unites, Narrative 4, and so on. The more word gets out, the more submissions start coming in.
BOR What's your hope for it? That this will be inspirational to the viewers, or that it will encourage reflection in the contributors, or something else? RK I would say both. Let me give a few examples. One of the earliest ones we did was in Northern
Ireland. We partnered with the Nerve Centre in Derry who invited two young girls from a Protestant and a Catholic school in Derry. They made a video together where they told their respective stories using archive materials and visuals and then got together and exchanged uniforms and went into each other's schools.
Very simple, their own idea, which we then posted on the website. It went viral, in its own little British-Irish way anyway: I think there were something like fifty thousand hits in the first week, and then it was picked up by the British and Irish papers -the Guardian ran a big piece on it -and they ended up as sort of peace ambassadors going to other schools, creating a mobile and virtual 'classroom without walls' as we like to call it.
This also happened in the commemoration of the Armenian Genocide. An Armenian and a Turk got together, two students. The Turk had never met an Armenian, the Armenian had never met a Turk. They just sat down at a table and talked about their respective stories, in terms of how they first came to hear of the Armenian Genocide, and the extraordinary thing was that the Armenian student said that the word 'Turk' was the worst word in the Armenian language, though her parents and grandparents had never spoken about the genocide. When they left Armenia they had never spoken about it -it was just too traumatic.
Likewise, the worst word for the Turkish student growing up in Istanbul was 'Armenian', but he didn't know why. It was because he'd never heard of the genocide either; it was suppressed for other reasons in Turkey. Recognising that the worst four-letter word in their respective languages was naming someone because of an event that had never been spoken about transgenerationally: that was a moment of real breakthrough -a strange interlinguistic epiphany -and together they went on to form a student youth movement for the commemoration of the genocide. So you know, a little moment can become something bigger, and that's how it works.
BOR And Guestbook provides that opportunity. BOR Because it is in fact reciprocal.
Yes, reciprocal and reversible. As is, in a fragile and contingent sense, the process of hospitality and hostility. Hospitality, like love, or peace, is a devalued word -we have the "hospitality industry" -but behind that word that has in some senses lost its original meaning, there's this very powerful metaphor of the reversibility and transversability of host and guest.
BOR There is also a kind of ethical value attached to the notion of hospitality, which isn't there in the simple notion of communication. There are duties attaching to the host and to the guest.
That's right; and it's a loaded word, it's a charged word. It's a beautiful word, and it's got a history in all of the Indo-European languages. But it's so relevant for what's happening in terms of emigration in our own times. In the United States of course it's huge: the Mexican border, the whole question of who is and who is not an American. But, over here, also who is and who is not an Irish citizen, a British citizen, a European citizen, the whole question of sharing of sovereignties, and obviously the massive immigration issues, issuing from Iraq and Syria and so on. So it's very, very relevant from the point of view of the whole refugee problem.
BOR The other thing is stories, of course. The major content of the Guestbook Project, and I guess the major output, are these stories. To contrast it a little with virtual exchange: virtual exchange is very open, and there's no reason why personal stories mightn't enter into it, but in my experience it very often operates on a more generalising or abstract level. If an exchange has an explicit intercultural focus, then when the students are telling personal stories, the point isn't primarily the personal story; it's what that tells us about the culture. But what for you is the power of the individual story? And I emphasise story rather than experience, because once you tell a story you're structuring it, it's not just a recounting of fact.
Well going back to Aristotle, since I'm a philosopher for my living, he made an important distinction in his Poetics between history and story. History is chronicle -telling something as it happened, one thing after another. He uses the phrase meta -one thing after another.
Whereas story -mythos-mimesis -means redescribing what happened through a mythos, a plot, putting a figure onto what is otherwise a mere sequence of events, a serial flow of moments one after the other. The poetic plot can turn time around, begin in the middle, in medias res, as most epic stories did, and then go back or go forward and so on. So it's a freedom of imagination over events, transforming one after (meta) another into one thing because of (dia) another. In that way, story is free to brush time against the grain, to reconfigure history into a meaningful form or pattern -turning accidents into essences, particulars into universals (to use Aristotle's own terms).
Coming back to your question of culture, we may say accordingly that every national culture is an imagined community. That doesn't mean it's unreal. In fact, Aristotle would say it's even more real, it's even more true, because the truth of something is accessed more through story than history. History is an accumulation of facts -we need that forensic, empirical evidence - By working with the micro-stories, the macro can actually be revisited in new ways. The story opens up history and shows it not to be a mausoleum of dead congealed facts but a laboratory of meanings that can constantly be revisited and reimagined. Because the past is never past.
It's always being re-lived, again and again. The child is father of the man. We carry not only our own personal past with us, as Freud realised, but also our collective history, conscious and unconscious.
Our unconscious wounds and desires are often strangers within us. It's important to realise that, deep down, we're strangers to ourselves -as well as to each other. There's a philosophical and an ethical premise to the Guestbook Project: that strangers are not just those out there, refugees and immigrants arriving at borders -but also alienated and unacknowledged parts of our own selves. The strangers within us return to us as uncanny doubles and ghosts -as RK Well, even in our ordinary language we say "I'll risk an interpretation, I'll risk a phrase".
Even to speak to another person is to risk translating your intentions into a language that can be understood or misunderstood, and as soon as it's out there it's subject to multiple interpretations. There's always a risk in exposing yourself, in betraying your feelings by putting them into words -yes, you literally betray yourself. As Lady Macbeth says to Macbeth, "Your face, my Thane, is as a book where men / May read strange matters" 8 -and that's even before Macbeth puts his thoughts into words. There's always risk of betraying yourself by communicating.
But the first act of civilisation was a handshake, which was already an act of hospitality by putting out an open hand rather than reaching for the sword. Abraham and Sarah did it with the three strangers at Mamre9, and the basic story is that in welcoming the hostis, and in risking your home, by inviting these three strangers out of the desert to enter your 8. Act 1, Scene 5 9. Genesis 18:2 home as foreigners, as strangers, to share your food, you could lose everything; or you could bring about a new civilisation: the Abrahamic ethic of hospitality to 'widows, orphans, and strangers', and, for the Abrahamic religions, to the divine. Insofar as there is a god in Judaism that can be named or seen, it is the stranger, and Christianity also starts with the arrival of a stranger, and a young Nazarene woman who says "yes" to that annunciation.
You know, this goes right down through Western and other civilisations; it's that wager of hospitality, that the enemy, or the seeming enemy, the stranger, may be befriended, may turn from enmity to amity. That's always a risk and a wager, and I think hospitality loses its edge, its drama, its radical import and urgency if it loses that audacity.
[Photo credit: Anne Bernard Kearney]
Hospitality is never achieved once and for all, it can risk becoming hostility the next moment.
In fact, even in the Abrahamic story in Genesis, two episodes later 10 there's the appalling betrayal of hospitality when Lot, who is Abraham's brother-in-law, is surrounded by the citizens of Sodom, and he's faced with this terrible situation of having to sacrifice his gueststrangers to their violence. So it's not that hosting the stranger is something achieved forever.
It is realised for a moment by Abraham and Sarah only for Lot to be faced with this terrible dilemma. It's an on-going trial. L'épreuve de l'étranger, as Antoine Berman put it.
BOR So it's a situation that has to be constantly monitored and negotiated and can't be taken for granted.
Yes. Like the European Union [EU]
, which we're discussing at this moment. It was a moment of hospitality in the 1950's when Adenauer got together with Guy Mollet and then Jean Monnet, saying "We've had too much hostility, Europe has to pool sovereignties and work together". BOR And was that partly the personal experience of being in France, and of being in some sense a guest in France as an Irish person?
11. The wide-ranging centrepiece agreement of the Northern Ireland peace process, achieved in 1998 following many years of multilateral talks.
RK
Well, it's interesting that you say that, although I haven't thought of that before; but it was true I was a 'guest of the nation' in France: free education for my entire doctoral degree, where I was lucky enough to work with Paul Ricoeur, Emmanuel Levinas, and Jacques Derrida in the late 1970's -three masters of the philosophy of hospitality who have all written books on the subject. That obviously was an important influence.
I was asked by someone at one of our Guestbook seminars in 2009; "Why did you get interested in all this? Had it anything to do with your own personal experience?" I thought about it and I said, well, maybe it is related to the fact that I grew up in Ireland at a time when there was a war going on in the north of the island. I recounted one particular experience which I realised , and then how his father had been taken out and kneecapped; how his mother had had a breakdown and become an alcoholic and ended up on the street, and how his brother had been tortured… He went through a litany of appalling brutalities, and told how he had become so full of anger and hatred that he went out and shot his enemies. There was a silence after he'd finished the cigarette and he waited -five minutes, ten minutes, twenty minutes -for the gun to go off, but no gun went off. When finally he untied himself and turned around -there was nobody there. The barn was empty. He walked home.
He finished telling that story, and another person stood up at the back of the room and said "I was the loyalist paramilitary who was about to shoot you, but when I heard your story, I realised it was also my story, and I couldn't shoot you". That did affect me -an exchange of narratives where one person discovered himself in the enemy, through this exchange of stories in pretty dramatic circumstances. BOR I'm interested in online discourse of all sorts, and it seems to me that, at least in certain corners of the internet, people are very, very far from reaching that point of risking something and making themselves vulnerable and saying "let's shake hands" because there's a step before that, which is just to engage with somebody, in the sense of listening to them, genuinely hearing what they have to say, trying to find out whether you want to change their minds, or whether maybe you need to revisit your own views. Instead, a culture has grown up of discourse as a blood-sport. A whole vocabulary has grown up around put-downs -defeating somebody, conquering somebody in discourse: there are terms like zingers, throwing shade, owning, burn… RK Are these phrases particular to online conversations? BOR I'm sure you'll find them in oral conversations as well, but people behave differently online.
The social psychology of online behaviour is very interesting, and not perhaps as simple as one might think… RK Well, it's surely about defence mechanisms -the safety of the touch screen where, ironically, one cannot be touched. It is one way. One has a certain vicarious and voyeuristic invulnerability in certain war or sex gaming. Of course such online conversations can also offer fragile people a certain security where the normal defence reactions can be overcome and a certain safe space for free conversation opened up.
BOR If you read the comment sections in extreme right-wing media, for example, it's about insult, about conquest, about putting people in their place. If a liberal strays into a conservative website, to stay with that example, it's perceived as an assault or an encroachment, and they're told to "get out of here -we recognise you, you don't belong here". Even on the other side, a liberal who strays into a forum like that typically isn't there with any realistic intention to change minds. They're not playing the game of changing minds.
Linguists and applied linguists are familiar with Grice, the ordinary-language philosopher.
One of his notions of communication is that the foundation of communication is cooperation: that there's an accepted purpose or direction of any given talk-exchange. In a lot of online discourse, it seems to me, especially in these polarised times, the accepted purpose or direction is conquest, victory, triumph, putting the interlocutor down. Do you see any prospect for ventures like the Guestbook or virtual exchange to change the mindset with which people approach that kind of discourse?
Well, it's the old phrase, "the hair of the dog that bit you". If there's a lot of toxic violence going on in this anonymous, faceless, excarnate discourse online, get in there and change it. Go to the source of it and use anonymity for the good.
It is an ethical dilemma. Go to hostility and convert it into hospitality. I think there is something about telling the good stories of people caught in a trap of repetition, compulsive repetition, where sometimes going into the virtual world liberates them from the noxious cycles and gives them a laboratory of imaginary possibilities to explore other options and then return to their life again.
I think the important thing is that, as Paul Ricoeur put it, you go from 1) action (your lived experience), to 2) text (let's say the virtual text, textuality, the Web), back to 3) action.
Ricoeur calls it a hermeneutic narrative circle of prefiguration-configuration-refiguration.
That passage through the otherness of the text, where, yes, we enter an alien, anonymous world where we are othered, where we are no longer ourselves and can assume personas BOR You're based in the United States, and you started the Guestbook Project in a very different time, around the time Barack Obama was elected. Now there's a very different figure occupying the American presidency; nationalism seems to be on the rise in Europe, and authoritarianism.
The US seems to be extremely polarised ideologically, between conservatives and liberals.
Does that make you despondent or pessimistic in light of the kind of thing that you're trying to achieve?
